
 

Starfish Daily 
 Stories 



Today we pulled the big mirrors out for the children to explore.  

They were set up in a half circle and Maddie and Alina was 

placed in front of them so they could see themselves from eve-

ry side they looked.  

The educators also laid in front of the mirrors with the children 

to make funny faces, we seen lots of smiles and laughing.  

Harlow held the mirrors and started laughing at herself and 

kisses the mirrors.  

Max and Mason Played with the mirrors by touch were they 

could see their faces and laughing, they also played peek a boo 

with use other over the mirror.  



Today the starfish children added their own cream 

cheese and fruit to their biscuits. 

Each child was given a knife (don’t worry kid friendly) 

to spread the cream cheese on.  

They were also given bananas to place on top.  

The children were helped by guiding their hands to 

get the movement, then left to try by themselves.  

This was a fun and messy way to get them involved 

with making their own food.   

 



Mason throwing the 

balloons around the 

yard 

Timothy rolling balls 

around enjoying the 

sun 
Harlow balling 

around! 

Working on our gross 

motor skills 



Exploring feathers 

Lots of laughing and smiles  

Story of the day  

Old Woolly Wombat 

Puzzle Play 



LO 1.3 – Children develop knowledgeable & confident self - identities  

LO 5.1 – Children interact verbally & non-verbally with others for a range of purposes  

LO 4.3 – Children transfer & adapt what they have learned from one context to anoth-

er 

The children have been enjoying the indoor/ outdoor offered as they can come and go 

from outside more as the weather has cooled down.  

They children also enjoyed decoration their own biscuits and more cooking added 

throughout. 


